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Ž .A notion of finite derivation type FDT introduced by Squier is a finiteness
property on homotopy of derivation graphs of finitely presented monoids. We show
that every one-relator monoid has FDT by giving an explicit finite homotopy base
of the monoid. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .In the combinatorial group theory, geometric homotopic methods play
Ž w x. w x Žan important role see Lyndon and Schupp 20 . Recently, Squier 25 and
w x w x.independently, Pride 22 and Kilibarda 13 formulated a homotopy
Ž wtheory of monoid presentations the idea appeared implicitly in Adjan 1,
x.2 . Squier considered homotopy relations between paths of derivation
Ž .graphs Squier’s complexes associated with monoid presentations. He
Ž .introduced a notion of finite derivation type FDT which is a certain
finiteness property about homotopy. A monoid presentation has FDT if
the full homotopy relation is generated by a finite set called a homotopy
base. He proved that FDT is a intrinsic property of a monoid independent
of its presentation, and if a monoid has a finite complete presentation it
w x Ž w xhas FDT. Cremanns and Otto 10 and independently, Lafont 17 and
w x.Pride 22 proved that if a monoid has FDT, it satisfies the homology
finiteness property FP . In fact, if we have a homotopy base of a monoid3
M, we can construct a free resolution F “ F “ F “ Z ? M “ Z with3 2 1
finitely generated free Z M-modules F up to dimension 3. Cremanns andi
w x ŽOtto 11 also proved that the converse is true for groups see also Pride
w x. w x23 . Gupa and Sapir 12 extensively studied the homotopy groups natu-
rally defined through Squier’s complexes.
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Though the word problem for one-relator groups is solvable by the
w xclassical results by Magnus 21 , solvability of the same problem for
Ž w xone-relator monoids is not known see Adjan 1, 3 and Adjan and
w x. w xOganesjan 5 . Since one-relator groups satisfy FP by Lyndon 19 , they‘
have FDT due to the equivalence of FDT and FP for groups stated above3
Ž w x.this was proved directly by Cremanns 8 . If a monoid has a finite
complete presentation, the word problem is solved by a normal form
Ž w x.algorithm see Book and Otto 7 . As stated above, FDT is a necessary
property for a monoid to have a finite complete presentation. So arises the
interesting problem whether every one-relator monoid has FDT. In this
paper, we give a positive answer to this problem. Moreover, we present an
explicit finite homotopy base for a given one-relator monoid.
w xA key tool to prove our main theorem is Adjan’s encoding 4 , by which
the case of subspecial relations is reduced to that of special relations. We
already proved that a monoid presented by a single non-subspecial relation
Ž w x.has FDT Kobayashi 15 . In case of special relation, we further reduce
the problem to the group case. To obtain homotopy bases of one-relator
w xgroups, we use a fundamental result by Lyndon 19 .
2. HOMOTOPY RELATIONS AND THE HOMOTOPY
FINITENESS PROPERTY FDT
Ž . ULet S be a possibly infinite alphabet and let S be the free monoid
q U  4generated by S. We set S s S y 1 , where 1 denotes the empty word.
A rewriting system R over S is an irreflexive antisymmetric relation on SU ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .that is, u, ¤ g R implies ¤ , u f R. An element u, ¤ of R is called a
rule and written as u “ ¤. An irreflexive symmetric relation E on SU is
called a system of equalities on SU. For a rewriting system R, the set
y1 y1 Ž . Ž . 4E s R j R is a system of equalities, where R s ¤ , u ‹ u, ¤ g R .
For x, y g SU , we write x “ y if x s xX uxY and y s xX ¤xY for someR
xX, xY g SU and u “ ¤ g R. The reflexive transitive closure of the relation
“ is denoted by “U . The reflexive symmetric transitive closure lUR R R
of “ is nothing but the congruence s generated by R. The congru-R R
ence s is also the reflexive transitive closure of E s R j Ry1. TheR
Ž .monoid M presented by S, R is the quotient monoid modulo s . If SR
Ž .and R are finite, S, R is a finite presentation and M is finitely presented.
There is a natural morphism m: SU “ M which sends x g SU to the
congruence class x of x modulo s .R
The system R is noetherian if there is no infinite sequence
x “ x “ ??? “ x “ ??? .1 R 2 R R n R
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R is confluent if for any x, y g SU , there is z g SU such that x “U z andR
y “U z whenever w “U x and w “U y for some w g SU. Furthermore,R R R
R is complete if it both noetherian and confluent.
Ž . Ž .The deri¤ation graph G s G S, R associated with a presentation S, R
U Ž .is defined as follows: The set of vertices is S , and for u, ¤ g E s R j
y1 U Ž .R and x, y g S , e s x; u, ¤ ; y is an edge from a source xuy to a
target x¤y. The words x and y are the skirts of the edge e. The inverse
Ž . Ž . y1edge x; ¤ , u; y of an edge e s x; u, ¤ ; y is denoted by e .
Ž .Let P x, y denote the set of paths from the source x to the target y in
Ž . Ž .UG and let P G s D P x, y be the set of all the paths in G. Thex, y g S
Ž . Ž .source and the target of a path p are denoted by s p and t p ,
Ž . Ž .respectively. For two paths p and q such that t p s s q , the path p( q
composing p and q is defined. For a path p s e ( e ( ??? ( e , its inverse1 2 n
y1 y1 y1 y1 Ž . Ž .p s e ( ??? ( e ( e is a path from t p to s p .n 2 1
U Ž .The free monoid S acts on P G on the both sides by
z ? e ? w s zx ; u , ¤ ; ywŽ .
Ž .for an edge e s x; u, ¤ ; y , and
z ? p ? w s z ? e ? w( z ? e ? w( ??? ( z ? e ? w1 2 n
for a path p s e ( e ( ??? ( e , where z, w g SU. If p s x ? q ? y for x, y g1 2 n
U Ž .S and q g P G , x and y are skirts of the path p.
Ž . Ž . Ž .A path p with s p s t p is called a circuit with base point s p s
Ž . Ž .t p . The set P x, x of circuits with base point x is denoted simply by
Ž .P x . The trivial circuit i with base point x is the circuit of length 0 at x.x
Two paths p and q with the same source and the same target are called
5parallel and written as p q.
Ž . Ž w x.An equivalence relation ; on P G is a homotopy relation Squier 25 ,
5if it is contained in and satisfies the following four conditions.
Ž . U Ž . Ž .H1 For any x g S and e s u , ¤ , e s u , ¤ g E,1 1 1 2 2 2
e ? xu (¤ x ? e ; u x ? e ( e ? x¤ .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . UH2 For any p, q g P G and x, y g S ,
p ; q « x ? p ? y ; x ? q ? y.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H3 For any p, q, r, s g P G with t r s s p s s q and s s
Ž . Ž .s t p s t q ,
p ; q « r ( p( s ; r ( q( s.
Ž . Ž .H4 For any e s u, ¤ g E,
e( ey1 ; i .u
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5For any subset B of , there is the smallest homotopy relation ;B
containing B, called the homotopy relation generated by B. The homotopy
relation ; s; generated by the empty set B is the smallest homotopy0 B
5 5 Ž .relation. A subset B of generating is a homotopy base. S, R has finite
Ž .deri¤ation type FDT if there is a finite homotopy base. If the empty set is
5 Ž .a homotopy base, that is, ; s , S, R is strictly aspherical.0
Ž .Let ; be a homotopy relation. The equivalence class of p g P G
w x Ž .modulo the relation ; is written as p . The quotient P G r; is
Ž . Ž . Ž .denoted by p G s p S, R . The operation ( of P G induces the; ;
Ž .operation ( of p G by;
w x w x w xp ( q s p( q .
Ž . U Ž .This is well defined by virtue of H3 . The action of S on p G is also;
Ž . w x w xinduced by virtue of H2 ; x ? p ? y s x ? p ? y .
Ž .We can also consider the quotient P x r; which forms a group with
Ž .operation (. It is denoted by p x and is called the homotopy group at x;
Ž .with respect to ; . In particular, p x denotes the homotopy group at x0
Ž . Ž .with respect to ; . Thus, S, R is strictly aspherical if and only if p x0 0
is trivial for every x g SU.
w x Ž .Basic results on FDT by Squier 25 are that 1 FDT does not depend
on presentation and is an intrinsic property of the monoid presented, and
Ž .2 a monoid with finite complete presentation has FDT. Since a set B of
Ž y1 .parallel paths is a homotopy base if and only if the set p( q , i ‹s Ž p.
Ž . 4p, q g B is a homotopy base, we say a set C of circuits is a homotopy
Ž . 4base if p, i ‹ p g C is a homotopy base. A proof of the following facts Ž p.
w x w xcan be found in 9, Lemma 3.1.8 or 16, Proposition 2.2 .
LEMMA 2.1. A set C of circuits in G is a homotopy base if and only if , for
U Ž . y1 Žany circuit p, there are y , z g S , p g P G , and q g C j C i si i i i
.1, . . . , n G 0 such that
p ; py1 ( y ? q ? z ( p ( ??? ( py1 ( y ? q ? z ( p ,0 1 1 1 1 1 n n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .s p s y x z and t p s x i s 1, . . . , n , where x is the base point of pi i i i i
and x is the base point of q .i i
Ž .An edge of the form xey, e s u, ¤ g R, is called positi¤e. A path is
positi¤e if for every edge in it is positive. Consider two positive edges
Ž . Ž . Ux ; u , ¤ ; y and x ; u , ¤ ; y , where x , x , y , y g S and e s1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . y1u , ¤ , e s u , ¤ g R. If x u y s x u y , the path p s x ? e ?1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1
y ( x ? e ? y is called a peak. If u and u do not overlap in x s x u y1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1
< < < < < < < <s x u y , that is, x u F x or x G x u , p is a disjoint peak. If p is2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2
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not disjoint and has no skirt, p is a critical peak. If p is disjoint and
< < < < Ux u F x , then x s x u zu y for some z g S , and we have1 1 2 1 1 2 2
p ; x ¤ z ? e ? y ( x ? ey1 ? z¤ y .0 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
This fact is rephrased as every disjoint peak is resolvable. A critical peak p
is resol¤able if there are a word w g SU and positive paths p from1
Ž . Ž .s p s x ¤ y to w and p from t p s x ¤ y to w. For a resolvable1 1 1 2 2 2 2
critical peak p above, py1 ( p( p is a critical circuit.1 2
The following theorem is basic and well known in the theory of rewriting
Ž w x.systems see 7 .
THEOREM A. A noetherian rewriting system R is complete if all the critical
peaks are resol¤able.
w xThe following is essentially the ingredient of Squier’s theorem 25 that
Ž .S, R has FDT for a finite complete system R.
THEOREM B. If R is a complete rewriting system, then the set of critical
Ž .circuits forms a homotopy base for S, R .
Ž .In a path p from x zx to y zy , z is not affected, if either i1 2 1 2
Ž .x zx s y zy and p is the trivial path, or ii p s e ? zx ( q or p s x z ?1 2 1 2 2 1
e( q, where e is an edge and z is a word not affected in a path q. Let p be
a path from x to y. Then, x and y are decomposed as
x s z x z ??? z x z , y s z y z ??? z y z , 2.1Ž .0 1 1 ny1 n n 0 1 1 ny1 n n
where z are not affected in p for i s 0, 1, . . . , n and x are affected in pi i
for i s 1, . . . , n. By the resolvability of disjoint peak, there are paths pi
from x to y for i s 1, . . . , n such thati i
p ; z p z x z ??? z x z ( z y z p z ??? z x z0 0 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n 0 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n
( ??? ( z y z y z ??? z p z . 2.2Ž .0 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n
Ž .The path in the right-hand side of Eq. 2.2 is denoted by
z a p a z a p a z a ??? a z a p a z .0 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n
Let S and J be alphabets and R and S be rewriting systems over S
Ž . Ž .and J, respectively. Let G s G S, R and G s G J, S . A morphism f of1 2
Ž . Ž . U Upresentations from S, R to J, S is a pair of mappings f : S “ J and1
Ž . Ž Ž ..f : R “ P G such that f is a morphism of monoids and s f e s2 2 1 2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..f s e , t f e s f t e for any e g R. The mapping f is naturally1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .extended to the mapping of P G to P G , for which we use the same1 2
symbol f . To simplify the notation, we use the same f for both f and f .2 1 2
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Ž .For a set B of parallel paths in G , define a set f B of parallel paths in G1 2
by
f B s f p , f q ‹ p , q g B . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .
Ž .For a set C of circuits in G , we also define f C by1
f C s f p ‹ p g C . 4Ž . Ž .
w xThe following result given in 25 is easily proved from the definition.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Let f : S, R “ J, S be a morphism of presentations and
Ž . Ž .let B be a set of parallel paths or a set of circuits of G s G S, R . For1
Ž . Ž . Ž .p, q g P G , p ; q implies f p ; f q .1 B f ŽB .
Ž . Ž .When S ; J and R ; S, the morphism f : S, R “ J, S defined by
Ž . Ž .f a s a for a g S and f e s e for e g R induces the embedding f :
Ž . Ž . Ž .G S, R “ G J, S . Thus, we naturally regard G S, R as a subgraph of
Ž .G J, S in this situation.
LEMMA 2.3. Let S ; J and R be a rewriting system o¤er S. We regard R
Ž .as a rewriting system o¤er J as well. Then, S, R has FDT if and only if
Ž . Ž .J, R has FDT. A homotopy base for S, R is also a homotopy base for
Ž .J, R .
Ž .Proof. Let B be a homotopy base for S, R . Let p and q be parallel
Ž .paths from x to y in G s G J, R . Then, x and y are decomposed as Eq.J
Ž . U U2.1 with x , y g S , z g J , andi i i
p ; z a p a z a p a z a ??? a z a p a z ,0 0 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n
q ; z a q a z a q a z a ??? a z a q a z ,0 0 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n
Ž .where p and q are parallel paths from x to y in G s G S, R fori i i i
i s 1, . . . , n. Since p ; q in G for any i, p ; q holds even in G byi B i i B i J
Lemma 2.2. Thus we find that p ; q in G . This means B is a homotopyB J
base for G , too.J
Ž . Ž .Conversely, let B be a homotopy base for J, R . Let p, q g B, then
again
p ; z a p a z a p a z a ??? a z a p a z ,0 0 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n
q ; z a q a z a q a z a ??? a z a q a z ,0 0 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n
Ž .with parallel paths p and q from x to y in G s G S, R for i s 1, . . . , n.i i i i
X Ž .Let B be the set of all the pairs p , q of parallel paths appearing in thei i
Ž . Xdecompositions for all p, q g B. It is easy to see that B is a homotopy
Ž .base for S, R .
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3. PRIMARY SUBMONOIDS AND OVERLAP-FREE CODES
A submonoid N of a monoid M is primary, if for u, ¤ , w g M,
u¤ , wu g N « u , ¤ , w g N.
Ž . w x Ž w x.This is the condition U in Lellement 18 see also 1 .
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. 1 The intersection of primary submonoids of a monoid is a
primary submonoid.
Ž .2 If N is a primary submonoid of M and P is a primary submonoid of
N, then P is a primary submonoid of M.
Ž . X X3 Let f : M “ M be a morphism of monoids. If N is a primary
X y1Ž X.submonoid of M , then f N is a primary submonoid of M.
Ž .4 The set of units of a monoid is a primary submonoid.
Proof. Easy.
For a subset B of M, there is the smallest primary submonoid N of M
Ž .by virtue of 1 in Lemma 3.1, which is called the primary submonoid of M
generated by B.
Let x, y g SU. We say x o¤erlaps with y on the left if there is u / 1 such
Ž .that x s x u, y s uy for some x , y with x y / 1. Let OVL x, y be1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .the set of such words u. Moreover, we set OVL x, y s OVL x, y if
Ž . Ž .  4x / y and OVL x, y s OVL x, y j x if x s y. In particular, we set
qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .OVL x s OVL x, x and OVL x s OVL x, x . A subset C of S is
Ž .o¤erlap-free, if OVL x, y s B for any x, y g C, that is, for any u, ¤ , w g
SU ,
u¤ , wu g C « u s 1 or ¤ s w s 1.
We call an overlap-free set an o¤erlap-free code, because an overlap-free
Ž w x. Žset is, clearly, a bifix code see 6 . A word x is self-o¤erlap-free SOF for
. Ž .  4short , if x / 1 and OVL x s B, that is, the singleton x is an overlap-
free code.
U LEMMA 3.2. Let N be a primary submonoid of S and let C s N y N
 442  4y 1 y 1 , then N is a free monoid generated by an o¤erlap-free code C.
Con¤ersely, if C is an o¤erlap-free code, then CU is a primary submonoid
of SU.
U   442  4Proof. Let u, ¤ , w g S . If u¤ , wu g C s N y N 1 y 1 , then
u, ¤ , w g N since N is primary. Hence, either u s 1 or ¤ s w s 1 holds
by the definition of C.
Conversely, suppose C is overlap-free and u¤ , wu g CU. If u s 1, then
¤ , w g CU , otherwise u s x ??? x ? xX s yX y ??? y , where m, n G 0,1 m n 1
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X Ž X. Žx , . . . , x , y , . . . , y g C and x resp. y is a nonempty prefix resp.1 m 1 n
. Ž . Xsuffix of some x resp. y g C. Then, y overlaps with some xmq 1 nq1 k
Ž . X1 F k F m q 1 on the left. Since C is overlap-free, k s 1 and y s ynq1
U Us x . Thus, u g C and consequently, ¤ , w g C .1
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 3.1 3 , 4 and Lemma 3.2, we have the following.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let M be a monoid and f : SU “ M be a morphism.
 U Ž . 4 UThen, U s x g S ‹ f x is a unit of M is a primary submonoid of S
freely generated by an o¤erlap-free code.
Given a subset X of Sq, set C s X first. Then, take x, y g C. If
Ž .u g OVL x, y and x s ¤u, y s uw, then delete x, y from C and put
u, ¤ , w into C. Repeat this until C becomes overlap-free. This procedure
will give you the overlap-free code C generating the primary submonoid
generated by X. We call C the overlap-free code generated by X. If X is a
Ž w x.finite set, the procedure stops in a finite number of steps Adjan 1 .
Ž .  ULEMMA 3.4. Let a be a SOF word. Then the set C a s a u ‹ u g S
U U4 XŽ .  U U U4y S a S forms a suffix code and the set C a s ua ‹ u g S y S a S
forms a prefix code.
Proof. Easy.
4. ADJAN’S ENCODING
Let a be a SOF word over S. Let J be an alphabet bijective to the
Ž . Ž XŽ ..  U U U4suffix code C a and the prefix code C a ; J s b ‹ u g S y S a S .u
U Ž .U U XŽ .UThen there are isomorphisms j: J “ C a and k: J “ C a de-
Ž . Ž . U U Ufined by j b s a u and k b s ua for u g S y S a S . Define au u
U U Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Umapping f s f : J “ S by f ¤ s j ¤ ? a s a ? k ¤ for ¤ g J .a
Ž .U XŽ .U U  4Then f is bijective onto C a a s a C a s a S a j a . Easily we see
f xy s j x f y s f x k y 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for x, y g JU. Any word x in SUa SU is uniquely written as
x s xX x†xY 4.2Ž .
† U  4 X U U U Y U U Uwith x g a S a j a , x g S y S a S , and x g S y S a S . We
Ž . y1Ž †. †define a word c x over J by the unique inverse f x of x . The
U U U U  4mapping c : S a S “ J is bijective on the subset a S a j a . We have
c f j s j , f c x s x†Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
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U U U Ž .for j g J and for x g S a S decomposed as Eq. 4.2 . c is not a
morphism of monoids, but we have
c a xa ya s c a xa c a yaŽ . Ž . Ž .
for x, y g SU , and more generally,
c a x a x a ??? a x a s c a x a c a x a ??? c a x a 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 n 1 2 n
for x , . . . , x g SU.1 n
These coding functions f and c were introduced by Adjan and Oganes-
w xjan 4 to attack the word problem of one-relator monoids. If a is both a
prefix and a suffix of a word u, that is, u g a SU l SUa , u is sealed by a .
Ž .A system R is sealed by a , if u and ¤ are sealed by a for any u, ¤ g R.
In the rest of this section, R is a rewriting system sealed by a SOF word a .
Easily we have the following.
LEMMA 4.1. For any x g SU and y g JU , we ha¤e
 4f OVL y j a s OVL f y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
 4c OVL x s OVL c x j 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Let p be a path from x g SUa SU to y g SUa SU. Let x s xX x†xY and
X † Y Ž . Xy s y y y be the decompositions of x and y of type 4.2 . Since neither x
nor xY is affected in p, we have xX s yX, xY s yY, and
p s xX ? p† ? yX 4.4Ž .
for some path p† from x† to y†.
Ž .Now, we define a system c R over J associated with R by
c R s c u , c ¤ ‹ u , ¤ g R . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Let G s G S, R and G s G J, c R be the derivation graphs of S, RJ
Ž Ž ..and J, c R , respectively. The proof of the following lemma is routine
and is omitted.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.2. 1 If e s x; u, ¤ ; y is an edge of G , then j x ; f u ,J
Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .f ¤ ; k y is an edge of G from f xuy to f x¤y . The edge j x ; f u ,
Ž . Ž .. Ž .f ¤ ; k y is denoted by f e .
Ž . Ž .2 If e s x; u, ¤ ; y is an edge of G, then x s x w, y s zy with1 1
U U U U  4 U  4 Ž y1Ž .x , y g S y S a S , w g a S j 1 , z g S a j 1 , and j w ;1 1
Ž . Ž . y1Ž .. Ž . Ž .c u , c ¤ ; k z is an edge of G from c wuz to c w¤z . The edgeJ
Ž y1Ž . Ž . Ž . y1Ž .. Ž .j w ; c u , c ¤ ; k z is denoted by c e .
Ž . Ž .3 If p s e ( ??? ( e is a path in G from x to y, then f p s1 n J
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f e ( ??? (f e is a path in G from f x to f y .1 n
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Ž . U U U U4 If p s e ( ??? ( e is a path in G from x g S a S to y g S a S ,1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .then c p s c e ( ??? (c e is a path in G from c x to c y .1 n J
Ž . Ž Ž ..5 For a path p in G , we ha¤e c f p s p.J
Ž . Ž Ž .. † †6 For path p in G, we ha¤e f c p s p , where p is the path in Eq.
Ž .4.4 .
Ž . Ž .Let e s u , ¤ , e s u , ¤ g E, with1 1 1 2 2 2
u s uX a , ¤ s ¤ X a , u s a uX , ¤ s a ¤ X , 4.5Ž .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Ž X X X X .then consider the pair u e ( e ¤ , e u (¤ e of parallel paths. Let B be1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 a
Ž .the set of such parallel paths. If B resp. B is a set of parallel paths in G
Ž .resp. G , then defineJ
c B s c p , c q ‹ p , q g B 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
resp. f B s f p , f q ‹ p , q g B . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .By 6 of Lemma 4.2, fc B is equal to the set
B† s p†, q† ‹ p , q g B .Ž . 4Ž .
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a system sealed by SOF a . Let J, f, c ,
Ž . Ž Ž ..G s G S, R , and G s G J, c R be defined as abo¤e.J
Ž .1 Let B be a set of parallel paths in G and let p and q be paths in G,
then
p ; † q in G m c p ; c q in G .Ž . Ž .B j B c ŽB . Ja
Ž .2 Let B be a set of parallel paths in G and let p and q be paths inJ
G , thenJ
p ; q in G m f p ; f q in G.Ž . Ž .B J f Ž B .j Ba
Proof. Let B be a set of parallel paths in G. Define a relation ; on
Ž .P G by
p ; q m c p ; c qŽ . Ž .c ŽB .
for parallel paths p, q in G. We claim that ; is a homotopy relation. In
U Ž . Ž .fact, for x g S and e s u , ¤ , e s u , ¤ g E, we have1 1 1 2 2 2
c e ? xu (¤ x ? e s c e ? c a xa c u (c ¤ c a xa ? c eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
; c u c a xa ? c e (c e ? c a xa c ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 1 2
s c u x ? e ( e ? x¤ ,Ž .1 2 1 2
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Ž .using Eq. 4.3 . This implies
e ? xu (¤ x ? e ; u x ? e ( e ? x¤1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .and ; satisfies the condition H1 . The other conditions H2]H4 can
be proved easily, too. Clearly, ; contains B†. We claim that ; also
Ž . Ž .contains B . In fact, for edges e s u , ¤ , e s u , ¤ g E with Eq.a 1 1 1 2 2 2
Ž .4.5 , we have
c e uX (¤ X e s c e c u (c ¤ c eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
; c u c e (c e c ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 1 2
s c uX e ( e ¤ X .Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž X X X X .It follows that every element u e ( e ¤ , e u (¤ e of B belongs to ; .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 a
Since ; † is the smallest homotopy relation containing B† j B , weB j B aa
Ž .†see ; ;; . This proves the implication « in 1 . In a similar wayB j Ba
Ž .we can show the implication « in 2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .To prove the converse implication ¥ in 1 , suppose c p ; c qc ŽB .
in G for parallel paths p and q from x to y. Applying the implication «J
Ž .in 2 , we have
fc p ; fc q ,Ž . Ž .fc ŽB .j Ba
that is,
p† ; † q†.B j Ba
Since p s xX ? p† ? xY and q s xX ? q† ? xY, we see
p ; † q.B j Ba
Ž .The converse implication ¥ in 2 is proved similarly.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.4. 1 For paths p and q in G, we ha¤e
p ; q in G m c p ; c q in G .Ž . Ž .B 0 Ja
Ž .2 For paths p and q in G , we ha¤eJ
p ; in G m f p ; f y in G.Ž . Ž .0 J Ba
Proof. Let B and B be empty in Theorem 4.3.
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a finite system o¤er S sealed by a SOF a . Then,
G has FDT if and only if G has FDT. If B is a homotopy base for G , thenJ J
Ž .f B j B is a homotopy base for G.a
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Proof. If G has a finite base B, then G has a finite homotopy baseJ
Ž . Ž .c B by 1 of Theorem 4.3. Conversely, suppose that G has a finiteJ
Ž .homotopy base B. Let p, q be parallel paths in G. Since cf B s B and
Ž .† Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f B s f B , p ; q follows from c p ; c q again by 1fŽ B .j B Ba
Ž .of Theorem 4.3. Hence, f B j B is a finite homotopy base for G.a
X Ž .Let J be the subset of letters from J which appear in c e , e g R, and
Ž X Ž ..Xlet G be the derivation graph of J , c R . We have a mapping f :J
G X “ G composing the injection from G X to G and f : G “ G. ByJ J J J
Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 2.3, we have the following.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.6. A finite presentation S, R has FDT if and only if
Ž X Ž .. Ž .XJ , c R has FDT. If B is a homotopy base for G , then f B j B is aJ a
homotopy base for G.
5. SUBSPECIAL PRESENTATIONS
Ž . < < < < U ULet e s u, ¤ with u G ¤ . We say e is subspecial if u g ¤ S l S ¤ ,
otherwise, e is non-subspecial. In particular, we say e is special if ¤ s 1.
Ž . Ž . ŽLet e s u, ¤ and l resp. r be the longest common prefix resp.
X Y X Y. Ž .suffix of u and ¤ ; u s lu s u r, ¤ s l¤ s ¤ r. Let g g OVL r, l , that
is, l s glX, r s rXg . Consider the circuit
p s ey1 ? lX ¤ X (uYrX ? ey1 ( e ? lX uX (¤YrX ? e,g
at ¤lX ¤ X s ¤YrX ¤ s ¤YrXglX ¤ X, and set
B s p ‹ g g OVL r , l .Ž . 41 g
THEOREM 5.1. The set B forms a homotopy base for a one-relation1
Ž . Ž .system S, e with non-subspecial relation e, and S, e has FDT.
w xProof. Due to 15, Corollaries 4.3 and 5.5 , the set of circuits
uYrX ? e ( e ? lX ¤ X (¤YrX ? ey1 ( ey1 ? lX uX2 1 2 1
y1 4 Ž .with e , e g e, e and g g OVL r, l forms a homotopy base. But1 2
these circuits are cyclic permutations of some p g B or its inverse.g 1
Hence, B is a homotopy base.1
Ž .Let e s u, ¤ be a relation over S. If e is sealed by a SOF word a , we1
Ž . Ž .have a new relation e s c e over J and a mapping f : G J , e “ G1 a 1 1 1 11
Ž .s G S, e . If e is still sealed by a SOF a , then we have another relation1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .e s c e over J and a mapping f : G J , e “ G s G J , e . Re-2 a 1 2 2 2 2 1 12
peating this, we get a relation e which is not sealed by any SOF word. Wen
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U Usay that e is compressed to e . We have a mapping f : J “ S compos-n n
ing the mappings appearing in the steps of compressing;
f s f ( ??? (f (f .n 2 1
UŽ .We have f e s e. Moreover, we have morphisms j and k from J ton n
SU such that
f xy s j x f y s f x k yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any x, y g JU.n
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.2. Let b be the longest word in OVL u l OVL ¤ , then f is
a bijection from JU to b SU l SUb and we ha¤en
f x s j x ? b s b ? k xŽ . Ž . Ž .
for any x g JU.n
Ž . Ž .Proof. We can show that f 1 s b is the longest word in OVL u
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l OVL ¤ using Lemma 4.1. Thus, f x s j x ? f 1 s j x ? b.
U U U Ž .Let c : b S l S b “ J be the inverse of f. We have c b s 1 andn
Ž . Ž .c e s e . Moreover, by Eq. 4.3 we can proven
c b x b x b . . . b x b s c b x b c b x b . . . c b x bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 m 1 2 m
for any x , . . . , x g SU.1 m
Ž . Ž .  4Set A s OVL u l OVL ¤ and let B s p ‹ a g A be the set ofA a
circuits
p s ey1 ¤Y (uXey1 ( euY (¤ Xea
at ¤ Xa ¤Y with u s uXa s a uY, ¤ s ¤ Xa s a ¤Y.
Ž .THEOREM 5.3. Suppose a relation e s u, ¤ is compressed to e . Let Jn
be the alphabet consisting of letters appearing in the compressed e and let fn
U Ž .be the mapping abo¤e restricted to J . If B is a homotopy base for J, e ,n
Ž . Ž .then f B j B is a homotopy base for S, e .A
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number n of compressing steps.
If n s 0, there is nothing we have to prove. Suppose n G 1 and let fX be
Ž . Ž . Ž .the mapping from J, e to J , e , e s u , ¤ . By induction hypothe-n 1 1 1 1 1
XŽ . X Ž . Xsis, f B j B forms a homotopy base for J , e , where B is the set of1 1
X XŽ . Ž . Ž .Xcircuits p in G J , e defined as above for a g OVL u l OVL ¤ .a 1 1 1 1
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By Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.1,
X X X 4  4f f B j B j p s f B j f B j p s f B j BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 a 1 a A1 1
Ž .is a homotopy base for S, R , where a is a SOF word sealing e.1
LEMMA 5.4. A relation e is compressed to a special relation eX if and only
if e is subspecial.
Proof. Since e is subspecial if and only if ¤ is equal to the longest b in
A, the result follows.
Thus, due to Theorem 5.1, Theorem 5.3, and Lemma 5.4, to prove the
FDT property for all one-relation systems, it suffices to prove it for special
one-relation systems.
 4EXAMPLE 5.5. Let S s a, b .
Ž . Ž .1 Let e s aabaa, aba . Then e is not subspecial. The longest
Ž . Ž .  4common prefix resp. suffix of ababba and aba is a. Since OVL a, a s a ,
 y1 y1 4the singleton e ? ba( aaba ? e ( e ? abaa( ab ? e is a homotopy base for
Ž .S, e .
Ž . Ž .2 Let e s aabaa, a . Then e is subspecial and is sealed by the
 4SOF word a. Introducing a new alphabet J s j , j bijective to the1 2
 4 Ž Ž ..suffix code a, ab , we have a new system J, j j j , 1 . Since j j j is1 2 1 1 2 1
Ž Ž .. Žprimitive, J, j j j , 1 is strictly aspherical see Corollary 7.5 in Section1 2 1
.7 and the empty set forms a homotopy base. By Theorem 5.3, the
 y1 y1 4 Ž .singleton e ( aaba ? e ( e ? abaa( e is a homotopy base for S, e . But,
Ž y1 y1 .y1 y1  y1since e( e ( aaba ? e ( e ? abaa ; e ? abaa( aaba ? e, the set e0
4 Ž .? abaa( aaba ? e forms a homotopy base for S, e .
6. SPECIAL ONE-RELATOR MONOIDS
 4In this situation, R s w “ 1 is a one-rule special system over S. Let
Ž . Ž . UM s M S, R be the monoid presented by S, R and let m: S “ M be
the surjection. Let C be the overlap-free code generated by w and D be
an alphabet bijective to C. Let C: CU “ DU , F: DU “ CU be the isomor-
Ž .  Ž . 4phisms. We consider the one-rule system D, R , where R s C w “ 1D D
Ž . Ž . Ž .and set G s M D, R . Let G s G S, R and G s G D, R be the deriv-D D D
Ž . Ž .ation graphs. Let F: D, R “ S, R be the morphism given byD
Ž Ž . . Ž .F C w , 1 s w, 1 . This F induces a morphism F: G “ M of monoids.
w xThe following theorem is also due to Adjan 1 .
Ž .THEOREM C. The morphism F is injecti¤e and F G is the unit group
of M.
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To prove our main results, we do not need this theorem in this full form,
but we need the next weaker result. We give a short proof of it for
convenience of the reader.
Ž .LEMMA 6.1. The monoid G presented by D, R is a group.D
U Ž .Proof. Let P be the primary submonoid of D generated by C w .
Ž . U Ž .Then, F P is a primary submonoid of S . In fact, F P is a primary
submonoid of CU because F is an isomorphism onto CU , and since CU is
U Ž . Ž .a primary submonoid of S , F P is primary by Lemma 3.1. Since F P
U Ž . Ž . Ucontains w, we find C ; F P . Therefore, we have F P s C and so
P s DU. Let n : DU “ G be the surjection and let U be the unit group of
y1Ž . UG. Then n U is a primary submonoid of D by Lemma 3.1. Since it
Ž . y1Ž . U Ž U .contains C w , we see n U s D . Hence U s n D s G, and G is a
group.
Let - be the length lexicographical order on SU , that is, x - y if
< < < < < < < <either x - y or x s y and x is smaller than y in the lexicographical
order with respect to a previously given order on S. Set
S s u “ ¤ ‹ u , ¤ g CU , ¤ - u , C u s C ¤ ,Ž . Ž . 4RD
and we consider S as a rewriting system over S. Clearly, S is a noetherian
U Ž .system equivalent to R, that is, l s s . This system S was used inS R
w xZhang 26 .
Žw x.LEMMA 6.2 26 . For any u g C, no rule of S can be applied to a proper
subword of u.
Proof. Suppose u s xuX y “ x¤ X y, where xy / 1, uX “ ¤ X g S. The let-S
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..ter C u g D is involved in C w every letter in D appears in C w . But,
Ž . Ž X. Ž X.C u is not involved in C u nor in C ¤ because u cannot be a subword
X X Žof u nor of ¤ . By the Freiheitssatz for one-relator groups G is a
Ž . .one-relator group with the single relator C w by Lemma 6.1 , we see
X X X XŽ . Ž .C u s C ¤ . Hence, u s ¤ , a contradiction.
LEMMA 6.3. For e¤ery critical peak x ⁄ x “ x with respect to S, we1 0 2
U Ž . Ž . Ž .ha¤e x , x , x g C and C x s C x s C x .0 1 2 0 R 1 R 2D D
Ž .Proof. First consider a critical pair xz, uy of the overlapping type,
where u¤ , ¤z, x, y g CU and u¤ “ x, ¤z “ y g S. Since CU is primary, we
U U Ž .see u, ¤ , z g C and hence u¤z, xz, uy g C . Thus, we have C xz sRD
Ž . Ž . Ž .C u¤z s C uy . Next, we consider a critical pair x¤y, z of the inclusionRD
type, where xuy, u, ¤ , z g CU and u “ ¤ , xuy “ z g S. If x or y is not in
CU , then because C is overlap-free, we see x s x . . . x xX, y s yX y . . . y ,1 m 1 n
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with x , y g C, xX, yX g SU y Cq, xX yX / 1, and xX uyX g C. This is impossi-i j
ble due to Lemma 6.2. Thus, x, y g CU and xuy, u¤z g CU , and we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .C x¤y s C xuy s C z .R RD D
Žw x.COROLLARY 6.4 26 . The system S is complete.
Proof. The system S is noetherian because u ) ¤ for all u “ ¤ g S.
Any critical peak x ⁄ x “ x is resolvable, because x “ x if x ) x ,1 0 2 1 S 2 1 2
x “ x if x - x . Hence S is complete by Theorem A.2 S 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .Let G be the derivation graph for S, S . Since w, 1 g S, G is naturallyS
a subgraph of G . Let ey1 ( e be a critical peak with positive edges eS 1 2 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .from x to x i s 1, 2 in G . If x ) x resp. x - x , then e s x , x0 i S 1 2 1 2 3 1 2
Ž Ž ..resp. x , x is a positive edge in G by Lemma 6.3. The circuit2 1 S
y1 y1 Ž y1 .e ( e ( e resp. e ( e ( e in G is called a critical triangle. If x s x3 1 2 1 2 3 S 1 2
in particular, then the path ey1 ( e is called a critical triangle. By1 2
Theorem B and Lemma 2.1, we have the following.
COROLLARY 6.5. The set of critical triangles forms a homotopy base for
Ž .S, S . For any circuit p in G , there are critical triangles t , . . . , t , wordsS 1 n
x , y , . . . , x , y g SU , and paths q , . . . , q g G such that1 1 n n 1 n S
p ; qy1 ( x ? t ? y ( q ( ??? ( qy1 ( x ? t ? y ( q0 1 1 1 1 1 n n n n n
in G .S
Ž . ULet e s x; u, ¤ ; y be a positive edge in G , where x, y g S andS
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u, ¤ g S. Since C u s C ¤ , there is a path from C u to C ¤ in G .R DD= Ž .We define a path e from xuy to x¤y in G as follows. If u, ¤ g R, that is,
= Ž .u s w and ¤ s 1, then define e s x; u, ¤ ; y . Otherwise, choose one
Ž . Ž . = Ž .path q from C u to C ¤ in G and define e s x ? F q ? y. For a path pD
from x to y in G , we define a path p = from x to y in G inductively asS
follows. If p is trivial, then so is p =. If p s e( q with positive edge e, then
= = = = ŽŽ y1 . =.y1 =p s e ( q . If p s e( q with negative e, then p s e ( q . By
definition we have the following.
Ž . Ž . = = = =LEMMA 6.6. 1 p ( x ? p ? y( p s p ( x ? p ? y( p .1 2 3 1 2 3
Ž . Ž y1 . = Ž =.y12 p s p .
Ž . =3 p s p for a path p in G.
LEMMA 6.7. If p ; p in G , then p = ; p = in G.1 0 2 S 1 0 2
Proof. Let ; be the relation between paths in G defined byS
p ; q m p = ; q = in G.0
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Then ; is a homotopy relation in G . Thus, ; ;; , and henceS 0
p ; q in G « p ; q in G m p = ; q = in G.0 S S 0
Ž .THEOREM 6.8. Let S, R be a special one-rule system. If B is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .homotopy base for D, R , then F B is a homotopy base for S, R .D
Proof. Let p be any circuit in G. By Corollary 6.5, we have
p ; qy1 ( x ? t ? y ( q ( ??? ( qy1 ( x ? t ? y ( q0 1 1 1 1 1 n n n n n
in G , where t , . . . , t are critical triangles in G , q , . . . , q are paths in G ,S 1 n S 1 n S
and x , y , . . . , x , y g SU. By Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7,1 1 n n
y1 y1= = = = = = =p s p ; q ( x ? t ? y ( q ( ??? ( q ( x ? t ? y ( q 6.1Ž .ž / ž /0 1 1 1 1 1 n n n n n
in G. Since t has no skirt,j
t = s F r 6.2Ž . Ž .j j
for a circuit r in G . Since B is a homotopy base for G , we havej D D
r ; i . Thus, by Lemma 2.2, we seej B s Ž r .j
F r ; iŽ .j F Ž B . s ŽF Ž r ..j
Ž . Ž .for all j. Therefore, it follows from Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2 that p ; iF Ž B . s Ž p.
in G.
w xThe following was proved by Cremanns 8 .
THEOREM D. A one-relator group has FDT.
COROLLARY 6.9. E¤ery special one-relator monoid has FDT.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let S, R be a special one-rule system. Since G s M D, R isD
Ž .a one-relator group by Lemma 6.1, it has a finite base B. Hence, S, R
Ž .has a finite base F B by Theorem 6.8.
7. HOMOTOPY BASES FOR ONE-RELATOR GROUPS
In this section, we give a homotopy base for a one-relator monoid that is
Ž .a group. We need two mappings defined on the set P G of paths of the
Ž .graph G S, R .
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Ž . Ž .Let S, R be a monoid representation and let G s G S, R . Let F be a
Ž y1 .free group generated by S. F is the monoid presented by S j S , I ,
y1  y1 4  y1 y1where S s a ‹ a g S is a copy of S and I s aa “ 1, a a “ 1 ‹
4 Ž . Ž .a g S . We define a mapping h: P G “ F as follows. Let p g P G .
Ž . Ž .1 h p s 1, if p is trivial.
Ž . Ž . y1 y1 Ž . Ž . U2 h p s xu¤ x ? h q , if p s x ? u, ¤ ? y( q with x, y g S ,
Ž . y1 Ž .u, ¤ g E s R j R , and q g P G .
Ž . Ž . Ž .y1LEMMA 7.1. h p s s p ? t p .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By induction, we assume p s x ? u, ¤ ? y( q and h q s s q ?
Ž .y1 Ž .y1 Ž . y1 y1 Ž .y1t q s x¤y ? t p . Then we ha¤e h p s xu¤ x ? x¤y ? t p s
y1 y1Ž . Ž . Ž .xuy ? t p s s p ? t p .
Ž .COROLLARY 7.2. A path p in G is a circuit if and only if h p s 1.
Ž .Let A be the additive abelian group freely generated by M = R = M,
Ž .where M is the monoid presented by S, R . Define a mapping r :
Ž .P G “ A as follows. For an edge x ? e ? y with e g E,
x , e, y , if e g R ,Ž .
r x ? e ? y sŽ . y1 y1½ y x , e , y , if e g R ,Ž .
and for a path p s e ( ??? ( e ,1 n
r p s r e q ??? qr e .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that if p ; q, then r p s r q . Hence, r induces a0
UŽ .morphism r : p G, x “ A of groups for every x g S .0
Ž w x. Ž .THEOREM E Guba and Sapir 12 . The kernel of r : p G, x “ A is0
X Ž . Ž .the commutator subgroup p G, x of p G, x .0 0
The following fact is known, but we give a proof for completeness.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM F. If M S, R is a group, p G, x is an abelian group for any0
x g SU.
w x Ž .Proof. By 12, Lemma 7.4 , the homotopy group p G, 1 at 1 is abelian.0
For any x g SU , there is y g SU such that xy s 1. The mapping sendingR
Ž . Ž . Ž .p to p ? y for p g P x induces a morphism f : p G, x “ p G, xy , andy 0 0
Ž . Ž .the mapping sending p g P xy to p ? x induces a morphism f : p G, xyx 0
Ž .“ p G, xyx . Let q be a path from yx to 1. The mapping sending0
Ž . y1 Ž .p g P xyx to x ? q ( p( x ? q defines an isomorphism from p G, xyx to0
Ž . Ž w x.p G, x see 12, Theorem 7.1 . It is easy to see that f and f are0 y x
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Ž .mutually inverse via the isomorphism. Therefore, p G, x is isomorphic to0
Ž . Ž .p G, xy , which is still isomorphic to p G, 1 because xy s 1. Hence,0 0 R
Ž .p G, x is also abelian.0
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 7.3. If M S, G is a group, r : p G, x “ A is an injecti¤e0
morphism for any x g SU.
Let u g SU and suppose the overlap-free code generated by u is S
Ž .itself. Then, the monoid G presented by S, u “ 1 is a group. Let ¤ be
the primitive root of u, that is, the shortest primitive word with ¤ k s u,
k G 1. For 1 F l - k, we have a circuit at ¤ kq l,
p s ey1 ? ¤ l (¤ l ? e,l
Ž . where e s u, 1 . Let B be the set of all such circuits; B s p ‹ l sg g l
41, . . . , k y 1 .
Ž w x.THEOREM G Lyndon 19 . Let G be the one-relator group abo¤e. If
x ue1 xy1 . . . x uen xy1 s 1 holds in the free group F generated by S for1 1 n n
U  4x , . . . , x g S and e , . . . , e g 1, y1 , then the indices 1, . . . , n are1 n 1 n
Ž . k igrouped into pairs i, j such that e s ye and x s x ¤ in G for somei j j i
0 F k - k.i
THEOREM 7.4. B forms a homotopy base for the one-relator group G.g
Proof. Let
p s x ? ee1 ? y ( ??? ( x ? een ? y1 1 n n
U Ž .be a circuit at x in G, where x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y g S , e s u, 1 , and1 n 1 n
 4 Ž . e1 y1 e n y1e , . . . , e g 1, y1 . By Corollary 7.2, h p s x u x . . . x u x s 1 in1 n 1 1 n n
Ž .F. Hence, by Theorem G, the indices are grouped into pairs i, j such that
e s ye and x s x ¤ k i in G for some 0 F k - k. For such a pair, let qi j j i i j
be a path from x to x ¤ k i in G. We havej i
x ee j y ; q ? s ee j ? y ( x ¤ k i ? ee j ? y ( qy1 ? t ee j ? yŽ . Ž .j j 0 j j i j j j
; q ? s ee j ? y ( x ? ee j ? ¤ k i y ( qy1 ? t ee j ? y . 7.1Ž . Ž . Ž .B j j i j j jg
Here we have
r q ? s ee j ? y ( x ? ee j ? ¤ k i y ( qy1 ? t ee j ? yŽ . Ž .Ž .j j i j j j
k is e x , e, ¤ y s ye x , e, y . 7.2Ž .Ž .ž /j i j i i i
Let q be the path obtained from p replacing the edge x ee j y byj j
q ? s ee j ? y ( x ? ee j ? ¤ k i y ( qy1 ? t ee j ? yŽ . Ž .j j i j j j
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Ž . Ž . Ž .for every pair i, j . Then, p ; q by Eq. 7.1 . We have r q s 0 by Eq.Bg
Ž .7.2 and hence q ; i by Corollary 7.3. Consequently, p ; i , and thus0 x B xg
B is a homotopy base.g
By Theorems 6.8 and 7.4, we have the following.
Ž .COROLLARY 7.5. A special system S, w “ 1 has a finite homotopy base
ey1 ? z l ( z l ? e ‹ l s 1, . . . , n y 1 , 4
Ž . nwhere e s w, 1 and z is the primiti¤e root of w; w s z . It is strictly
aspherical if w is primiti¤e.
8. CONCLUSION
Ž . Ž .Let S, e be a one-rule system. If e is not subspecial, S, e has FDT by
Theorem 5.1. If e is subspecial, it is compressed to a special relation eX
Ž X. Ž .over J. By Corollary 6.9 or 7.5, J, e has FDT. By Theorem 5.3, S, e
also has FDT. Thus we have finally proved our main theorem.
THEOREM 8.1. E¤ery one-relator monoid has FDT.
Since monoids with FDT satisfy the homological finiteness property FP3
Žw x.10 , we have the following.
COROLLARY 8.2. E¤ery one-relator monoid satisfies right and left FP .3
Let a relation u “ ¤ be given. We can give a homotopy base for it as
< < < <follows. Suppose u G ¤ and let l and r be the maximal common prefix
of u and ¤ ; u s luX s uYr, ¤ s l¤ X s ¤Yr. Set
B s p ‹ g g OVL r , l ,Ž . 41 g
where
p s ey1 ? lX ¤ X (uYrX ? ey1 ( e ? lX uX (¤YrX ? e,g
with l s glX, r s rXg .
Ž . Ž . < < < <THEOREM 8.3. Let S, e , e s u, ¤ with u G ¤ , be a one-rule system.
Ž .1 If e is not subspecial, then B forms a finite homotopy base.1
Ž . Ž .n2 If e is subspecial, decompose u as u s ¤w ¤ , where n is maximal
in such decompositions. Then B j B forms a finite homotopy base, where1 2
l ly1B s e ? w¤ ( ¤w ? e ‹ l s 1, . . . , n y 1 .Ž . Ž . 42
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Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 Theorem 5.1. 2 Suppose e is subspecial and e is com-
X Ž X . Xpressed to a special relation e s u , 1 over J. Let w be the primitive
XX X X n U U U Uroot of u ; u s w . Let f : J “ S and c : S “ J be the coding
U Umappings and k and j: J “ S be the accompanying morphisms. Then,
X X XX X n X X Xn n nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .u s f u s f w s j w ? ¤ s ¤ ? k w and u s c u s c ¤w ¤
X X XnŽ . Ž . Ž .s c ¤w¤ . Hence we see that n s n , j w s w¤ , k w s ¤w, and
XŽ .c ¤w¤ s w . By Corollary 7.5,
BX s eXy1 ? wX l(wX l ? eX ‹ l s 1, . . . , n y 1 42
X XŽ .is a homotopy base for e , and by Theorem 5.3, f B j B is a homotopy2 1
base for e. Since
l lXy1 X l X l X X Xy1f e ? w (w ? e s e ? k w ( j w ? eŽ . Ž .Ž .
l ly1s e w¤ ( ¤w ? e,Ž . Ž .
B j B forms a homotopy base for e.1 2
Ž .Note that when u, ¤ is subspecial, l s r s ¤ and
B s p ‹ g g OVL ¤ ,Ž . 41 g
Ž .which is equal to B for A s OVL ¤ in Section 5.A
 4 Ž 3 4 3 2 .EXAMPLE 8.4. Let S s a, b and e s a ba ba , a . The relation e is
2 2Ž .  4subspecial. We have OVL a s a, a and
 y1 3 4 2 y1 2 4 3B s e ? a( a ba ba ? e ( e ? a ba ba ( a ? e,1
y1 3 4 y1 4 3 4e ( a ba ba ? e ( e ? aba ba ( e ,
 y1 3 3 4B s e ? aba ( a ba ? e ,2
Hence, we have a homotopy base
 y1 3 4 2 y1 2 4 3e ? a( a ba ba ? e ( e ? a ba ba ( a ? e,
y1 4 3 3 4 y1 y1 3 3 4e ? aba ba ( a ba ba ? e , e ? aba ( a ba ? e .
Related to Corollary 8.2, the following problem is of interest.
PROBLEM 1. Does every one-relator monoid satisfy FP ?‘
ŽSince a monoid with finite complete presentation satisfies FP Squier‘
w x w x.24 and Kobayashi 14 , we may ask the following.
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PROBLEM 2. Does every one-relator monoid admit a finite complete
presentation?
Žw x.We remark that Problem 1 has an affirmative answer for groups 19
but Problem 2 is open even for groups.
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